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Several Bricks Removed from Apple’s 
Garden Wall 

by JOSH CENTERS 
Courts and regulators have been slowly chipping away at the bricks protecting Apple’s walled garden. 

We recently covered a new South Korean law that lets developers in the App Store and Google’s Play Store 
offer alternative payment methods (see “New South Korean Law Mandates Alternative App Store 
Payment Options,” 31 August 2021). 

But that law applies only to apps sold in South Korea, and we would be surprised to see Apple volun-
tarily expand that program to other countries. However, two recent settlements have global implications. 

Settlement in US Developer Class-Action Suit 
Apple announced changes to the App Store as part of settling the Cameron et al v. Apple Inc. lawsuit, 

but the impact seems limited. From what we could glean from Apple’s announcement, much of the set-
tlement involves Apple continuing to do what it’s already doing, such as agreeing to maintain the App 
Store Small Business Program for at least three years, even though there was no previous indication it 
would ever end (see “Apple Drops App Store Commission to 15% for Small Developers,” 18 No-
vember 2020). 

The only two changes that seem notable, if not earth-shaking, are developers being allowed to notify 
their users about alternatives to in-app purchases in email (but not in apps themselves), and Apple ex-
panding the number of price points from fewer than 100 to more than 500. So you might see apps priced 
at $1.49 instead of $0.99. 

We don’t know how best to interpret this settlement because we have no skin in the game. For a 
roundup of responses from well-known Apple developers, we recommend reading Michael Tsai’s blog 
post. In short, they aren’t impressed, which casts a shadow on Apple characterizing the settlement as with 
“US developers” rather than “the lawyers for a set of developers who don’t seem to represent the opinions 
of the larger Apple development community.” 

Even if Apple’s concessions are minimal, they, along with the South Korean law, show both how much 
pressure Apple is under and that Apple will respond to developer concerns when necessary. 

Settlement with Japan Fair Trade Commission 
Apple’s settlement with 

the Japan Fair Trade 
Commission (JFTC) goes 
further. In a small but sig-
nificant change, Apple says 
it will allow developers of 
“reader” apps to include in-
app links to their websites 
so users can create and 
manage their accounts. For 
instance, the Netflix app 
could have a link to the 
Netflix website. What a 
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SIG NEWS 

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, September 11, 2021, via a ZOOM video 
conference. FYI: An email containing the the 
Meeting ID and password will be sent to all mem-
bers. 

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 will focus on Apple 
Notes. Starting at 11:00 it will focus on iOS, helping 
everyone become both comfortable and proficient 
with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod mobile devices.  

All are invited, but new users are especially encour-
aged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips and 
tricks, questions and suggestions.  

Go to: https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info 
to find the instructions for attending our ZOOM 
meetings. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website. 

Scan this QR code to be taken to our SM-
MUG web site

ADVERTISING 
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit. 
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front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.
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Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows: 
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November 8 
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You can find the previous issues of the Sili-
con Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.
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Announcements 

Door Prizes For The September Meeting: 
Boris Continuum FCP [Final Cut Pro plug-in] 
Toast 19 Pro 
Apple Gift card 
Apple Bottle 
Note Pad 

Club News
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concept! The change will go into effect in early 2022 after Apple updates App Store guidelines and its review process to accommodate the change. 

This change affects one of Apple’s most-loathed policies, the so-called “anti-steering” rule that prevents developers from providing links to external 
payment systems in an attempt to force them to use Apple’s in-app purchase system. Allowing reader apps to let users link out to account manage-
ment systems seems like a small and obvious option, but Apple has thus far been steadfast in rejecting apps that present such external links. 

What exactly is a “reader” app? In theory, that category includes content-consumption apps like Kindle, Spotify, and Netflix. However, as I pointed 
out in “Developers v. Apple: Outlining Complaints about the App Store” (13 August 2020), Apple’s definition of a “reader app” is arbitrary. 
Here’s how Apple defines them in its App Store guidelines: 

Apps may allow a user to access previously purchased content or content subscriptions (specifically: magazines, newspapers, books, audio, music, 
and video). Reader apps may offer account creation for free tiers, and account management functionality for existing customers. 

But Apple also apparently once counted Dropbox as a reader app since the only option when you opened the app was a login. It now offers vari-
ous sign-up options. In any case, we expect Apple’s definition to change or at least become more concrete. The question is if Apple will have to get the 
JFTC to sign off on the new definition or if it’s allowed to make such decisions arbitrarily. JFTC’s statement doesn’t clarify that, but Apple agreed to a 
review once per year for three years. 

On Daring Fireball, John Gruber shared a couple of anonymous anecdotal accounts of developers who don’t trust Apple’s new linking policy 
and suspect there are strings attached, such as being required to also offer subscriptions as in-app purchases or fearing Apple will invent new reasons to 
reject their apps for links. It shows how much trust Apple has squandered with developers. 

There is also the question of how this intersects with Apple’s program for “premium subscription video entertainment providers,” which allows 
users of the Amazon Prime Video app to make content purchases within the app without using Apple’s in-app purchase system (see “You Can Now 
Make Purchases in the Amazon Prime Video iOS and Apple TV Apps,” 3 April 2020). A handful of other video services are included, but not 
the likes of Disney+, Hulu, and Netflix. 

The new linking rule won’t apply to games or in-app purchases, thus doing nothing to resolve Apple’s legal battle with Epic Games, which has 
exposed to the public a treasure trove of internal emails that reveal Apple’s thinking on many of these matters. 

More Bricks at Risk 
We suspect Apple will be forced to make additional concessions in the future. India has opened an antitrust case against Apple, targeting the 

company for forcing developers to use its in-app purchase system. Apple is also fighting a similar battle in the European Union. 
Meanwhile, the bipartisan Open App Markets Act proposed in the United States Senate would go even further, allowing third-party app stores 

and sideloading, letting developers use alternative payment methods, and allowing developers to communicate openly with customers. We have no 
idea of its prospects for passage, but it’s unusual when Tennessee Republican Marsha Blackburn and Minnesota Democrat Amy Klobuchar agree on 
something. 

Apple sees where things are going and is taking independent actions aimed at staving off regulation, such as its just-announced News Partner Pro-
gram, which halves the subscription commission rate to 15% for publishers who offer their content in the Apple News Format. And last year, Apple 
offered a big concession with its App Store Small Business Program, which dropped the sales commission to 15% for most developers (see “Apple 
Drops App Store Commission to 15% for Small Developers,” 18 November 2020). But such moves might be too little, too late. 

At this point, Apple might be best served by making a dramatic overhaul to its most controversial App Store policies and behaviors, such as allow-
ing alternative payment methods within apps, dropping App Store ads (are they really worth it?), eliminating special deals with big developers, and 
overhauling the review process to better catch counterfeit apps and not unfairly punish legitimate developers. Apple could also allow streaming game 
services and emulators into the App Store. iDOS was one of the neatest iPad apps in years, but after initially approving it, Apple changed its mind 
and pulled it. 

Then Apple might have a stronger position from which to resist clunky and likely misinformed regulation that may have unintended conse-
quences. And perhaps then developers would lay down their pitchforks and torches.

Continued from page 1
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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Mac News
Work with Text in Images with TextSniper and Photos Search 

by ADAM ENGST 
For as long as I can remember, there has been a categorical split between text and graphics. Speaking broadly, you can search, copy, edit, and 

otherwise manipulate text by the character, word, sentence, paragraph, or document. On the other hand, although graphics aren’t immutable, you 
can generally deal with them only at the pixel level (though some vector formats allow object-level manipulation). 

But of course, it’s commonplace for text to appear within graphics files. It may be perfectly readable, but you can’t select it, copy it, or do any-
thing else with it as text. Those characters are just collections of pixels. 

I’ve started using a pair of apps that blur this text/graphic distinction in a helpful way. TextSniper, from Andrejs and Valerijs Boguckis, promises 
to perform optical character recognition (OCR) on anything around which you can draw a rectangle, in essence, letting you copy text from on-
screen images of any sort. And Alco Blom’s Photos Search offers both Mac and iOS apps that perform OCR on text found in photos in your 
Photos library, enabling you to find images by the text they contain and copy that text out. Both work well, within the constraints of OCR en-
gines, and provide welcome features. 

TextSniper 
TextSniper is an ele-

gant little utility for the 
Mac. Its core function, as 
I noted, is to perform 
OCR on any part of the 
Mac screen on which 
text appears, copying the 
selected text to the Clip-
board for pasting wher-
ever you want. You can 
think of it as taking a 
screenshot of just the text 
in an image. Choose 
Capture Text from its 
menu bar-collection of commands or press its keyboard shortcut, select an area of the screen that con-
tains text, and then paste the text into a document. It works like a charm. 

You don’t have to replace the contents of the Clipboard on every copy. An Additive Clipboard option 
lets you keep adding bits of text to the Clipboard, which could be particularly useful when extracting the 

text from a video or slide presentation. 
If you want more feedback about what 
you copied, a Text to Speech option 
reads the copied text. For those who 
work in fields with domain-specific 
jargon, there’s even a preference screen 
for adding custom words to the OCR 
engine’s standard lexicon. 

https://textsniper.app/
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TextSniper offers a few conceptually related features as well. It can also read QR codes and barcodes, putting the detected text on the Clipboard. 

(I’d like to see an option to have it display a notification that, when clicked, opened detected URLs in your default Web browser, just as QR code 
scanning does on the iPhone.) It can also tap into macOS’s Continuity Camera feature to use an iPhone or iPad to take a photo, scan a document, 
or add a sketch (see “How to Take Photos and Scan Documents with Continuity Camera in Mojave,” 27 September 2018). You can invoke 
all these features with user-specified custom shortcuts. 

Although TextSniper runs in both macOS 10.15 Catalina and macOS 11 Big Sur, it can recognize only English in Catalina. In Big Sur, it rec-
ognizes seven languages—English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Chinese—and the developers tell me that it may work with 
other Latin alphabet languages but have issues with accented characters. It works natively on M1-based Macs. 

I’ll admit that it took me a while to break free of that age-old split between text and graphics, but if you ever find yourself retyping something or 
living with a screenshot when what you really want is the text inside, give TextSniper a try. It costs $6.99 for a single Mac or $9.99 for three Macs 
when purchased directly from the developer (TidBITS members save 25%), and it’s available in the $9.99-per-month Setapp subscription ser-
vice. You can also get it for $9.99 from the Mac App Store. 

Photos Search 
Alco Blom’s Photos Search relies on the same core concept as TextSniper, but it gives you a different superpower. Running in either macOS or 

iOS/iPadOS, Photos Search scans the contents of your Photos library and performs OCR on all the text it finds. Once it’s done—and it will take a 
long time to index a large library—you can search for photos that contain specified strings of text. 

The interface for scanning different time periods is a little clunky, but it 
gives you control over when Photos Search hammers the CPU while doing 
OCR on images, particularly on the iPhone, where Photos Search can scan 
only while it’s the current app. Many people are likely to want to extract 
text from recent photos, so it makes sense to provide the option to scan just 
the last week or month of photos, which goes quickly. On the Mac, just 
select a time period and click Scan Photos. 
In iOS, tap the icon to the right of a time period to scan all the images 

from that time period. You can also tap the icon at 
the top left of the screen to select and process a single 
image right away. 

Once Photos Search has scanned a sufficient 
number of images, you can start searching for text in 
them. This turns out to be a remarkably useful fea-
ture. The first time I used it in the wild was when I 
was at a doctor’s appointment and was asked for my 

https://tidbits.com/2018/09/27/how-to-take-photos-and-scan-documents-with-continuity-camera-in-mojave/
https://tidbits.com/membership/benefits/
https://setapp.com/apps/textsniper
https://setapp.com/apps/textsniper
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/textsniper-pdf-image-ocr/id1528890965
https://photos-search.com/
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COVID-19 vaccination card. It’s an awkward size and would be difficult to replace, so I keep it in a safe place and just show people a photo of it. But 
when I took the photo, I didn’t think to title it, favorite it, or put it in a special album. I knew when my last shot was, roughly speaking, but rather 
than scroll through all my images since then, I used Photos Search to pull up all recent images containing the word “COVID.” It was magic. More 
generally helpful have been searches for text that appears in screenshots—I take a lot of screenshots—because screenshot text is so clear and easy for 
Photos Search to recognize. 

Not all searches work as well. For instance, I’ve taken many race photos of people on my High Noon Athletic Club wearing our new team jerseys. 
The club name is prominent on the jersey, but it’s curved over the sun logo, and many of the pictures are slightly fuzzy because the iPhone is weak at 
sports photography. Photos Search found no instances of “High Noon” on the new jerseys, but it did better with our old logo, where the High Noon 
words are straight. (That’s what it found in the screenshots below.) With the new logo, I can get somewhat better results by searching for only one of 
the two words. Alco Blom tells me that the inability to recognize curved text is a limitation of Apple’s Vision framework, so we hope Apple improves 
it in the future. 

Even incomplete search results can help you jump to appropriate parts of your Photos library for manual browsing. If there are too many hits, you 
can also limit the results to specific time periods using buttons at the top. 

 
  Once you’ve found images, double-click one to view it in Pho-
tos on the Mac or tap it to view it by itself in the iOS version. 
The Mac version offers buttons that let you add keywords to 
selected photos and put selected photos in a new album, whereas 
the iPhone version provides only a button to create a new al-
bum. 
  Using the Photo menu on the Mac, or the toolbar buttons at 
the bottom of the iPhone screen, you can avail yourself of other 
options. You can view (and copy) the recognized text, open it in 
a new TextEdit document (Mac only), or view the photo’s loca-
tion in either Apple’s Maps or Google Maps. A Mark as Unpro-
cessed option lets you remove an image from the index, which 
would enable you to rescan it after Apple updates the Vision 
framework, for instance. The iPhone version also lets you delete 
an image or mark it as a favorite using buttons at the top. 
  Other iOS-specific features include a pair of extensions that 
provide better integration with other apps. A Share extension lets 
you extract text from photos in other apps without adding them 
to your Photos library, and a Photos Editing extension allows 
you to extract the text from an image while editing it in Photos, 
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saving you a trip to Photos Search. 

Photos Search is available only from the Mac App Store for $12.99 for a bundle of the Mac and iPhone/iPad versions, or you can get the iOS 
version by itself from the App Store for $4.99. 

What about Live Text? 
The elephant in the room, of course, is Apple’s Live Text feature, promised for macOS 12 Monterey on M1-based Macs and iOS 15 on devices 

with at least an A12 Bionic chip (see “Ten Cool New Features Introduced at WWDC 2021,” 7 June 2021, and “The Real System Requirements 
for Apple’s 2021 Operating Systems,” 11 June 2021). 

Will TextSniper and Photos Search be Sherlocked once Live Text becomes available? For those sticking with earlier versions of macOS or iOS, or 
with devices that don’t meet Live Text’s requirements, the answer is clearly no. TextSniper and Photos Search work well now and will continue to do 
even for those who don’t upgrade software or hardware soon. 

Given that Live Text is still in beta, it’s hard to say how it will eventually compare to TextSniper and Photos Search. In theory, Live Text will let you 
select and copy text in images in Photos, Preview, Safari, and some other apps, so it could replace TextSniper in supported apps on the Mac. When 
Live Text worked, it was slightly more obvious to use than TextSniper—you just select text and copy it rather than taking a screenshot of sorts. How-
ever, in my quick testing, Live Text was persnickety to use in Safari, and the quality of its OCR wasn’t always as good as TextSniper’s. 

Live Text also supposedly lets you search for recognized text, but this feature was so haphazard and failure-prone in Spotlight in beta 6 of iPadOS 
15 on a 10.5-inch iPad Pro that I couldn’t effectively compare it to Photos Search. Searching for text in the Photos app itself didn’t work at all. On an 
M1-based MacBook Air running beta 5 of Monterey, Spotlight didn’t seem capable of searching for text within images in Photos, although it found 
text in a photo stored in Notes. 

The jury must remain out on Live Text’s functionality until it ships, but my feeling is that TextSniper and Photos Search will continue to provide 
broader compatibility and more adjacent features regardless. So if you have ever wanted to work with text imprisoned within images, one or both of 
them may give you the power you need. 

Chrome Extensions Disappearing? Click Repair 
by ADAM ENGST  

I use the LastPass password manager partly because of its long-standing integration with Google Chrome and other Chromium-based browsers 
like my current favorite, Brave. Several times over the past year, however, LastPass would inexplicably disappear from login fields and the Brave 
pinned extension bar. Since it prevented me from logging in to sites, I noticed quickly. 

As soon as I looked at Brave’s extension page, the solution was both obvious and easy. In the LastPass box, a warning noted, “This extension may 
have been corrupted.” and there was a red Repair button. Clicking it displayed a Repair dialog, and clicking Repair Extension in that dialog rein-
stalled the extension and brought LastPass back to life. 

The first time this happened, Brave claimed that several other extensions were also corrupted, and running through the two-click repair process 
fixed them too. From what I’ve been able to glean online, “corruption” merely means that one or more of the extension’s files have changed unex-
pectedly. That’s undoubtedly a security feature—a browser shouldn’t run code that the user hasn’t approved in some way. 

As to what could cause an extension’s files to change, I don’t know—I’ve seen GitHub discussions suggesting there could be bugs in the browser or 
in the extension, but nothing definitive. None of the discussions are current, which indicates that any such bugs have long been fixed. And yes, I’ve 
scanned my system for malware, so I’m reasonably sure there’s nothing evil working in the background. 

Regardless, the moral of the story is that if any of your extensions disappear or stop working in a Chromium browser like Google Chrome, Brave, 
Microsoft Edge, or Opera, choose Window > Extensions and see if they have Repair buttons. If so, you know what to do. If the problem recurs im-
mediately, there’s something else going on, and I’d recommend uninstalling and reinstalling the extension to see if that clears things up more effec-
tively. 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/photos-search/id1523063832
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1525999367
https://tidbits.com/2021/06/07/ten-cool-new-features-introduced-at-wwdc-2021/
https://tidbits.com/2021/06/11/the-real-system-requirements-for-apples-2021-operating-systems/
https://tidbits.com/2021/06/11/the-real-system-requirements-for-apples-2021-operating-systems/
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Speedify Bonds Multiple Internet Connections for Speed and Reliability 

by ADAM ENGST 
Are there times when you have various possible Internet connections—Wi-Fi, DSL, satellite, cellular—none of which are particularly fast or reli-

able? That isn’t a problem I have these days, so I haven’t tested Speedify, but I find it a sufficiently compelling idea that I wanted to mention it briefly. 
In essence, Speedify is a software-based VPN that promises to 

combine multiple Internet sources into a single connection that’s 
faster, more secure, and more reliable. Channel bonding increases 
performance, automatic failover boosts reliability, and automatic 
prioritization of audio and video streams makes it suitable for 
streaming. 

I could imagine Speedify being useful for people who live in rural 
areas with dodgy DSL, spotty satellite, and sketchy cellular. Even if 
none of those connections work well all the time, they could be fine 
together. Then there are those who regularly commute on trains and 
might benefit from bonding the train Wi-Fi with a cellular connec-
tion to participate in video calls while on the move. Other travelers 
could benefit from supplementing an overwhelmed hotel or confer-
ence Internet connection with a cellular connection. With standalone cellular modems—some of these scenarios require additional hardware—
you could even bond cellular connections from two different carriers. The upshot is that if you’re willing to pay for multiple accounts, Speedify might 
be the best way to get faster, more reliable Internet access. 

Speedify apps are available for Mac, iOS, Windows, Android, and Linux. There’s a 30-day free trial, after which unlimited data plans start at $4.99 
per month for a 3-year commitment. A month-by-month plan costs $14.99 per month, or you can split the difference with a 1-year commitment 
for $7.49 per month. It works on up to five devices simultaneously, and there are also family plans that offer up to five accounts. 

 
If you give Speedify a try, let us know how you’re using it and how it works for you in the comments! 

https://speedify.com/
https://speedify.com/blog/combining-internet-connections/finding-multiple-internet-connections/
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Apple Opens Repair Program for iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro Call Sound Failures 

by JOSH CENTERS 
If your iPhone 12 or iPhone 12 Pro emits no sound from the receiver when making or receiving calls, you’re 

in luck. (Relatively speaking, anyway.) Apple has opened a repair program for what it says is a “very small 
percentage” of those devices experiencing such an issue and will fix affected iPhones for free. 

Affected units were manufactured between October 2020 and April 2021, but there’s no need to look up a 
specific serial number to check eligibility; just contact Apple Support if you’re experiencing the problem. You 
can also make an appointment at an Apple Retail Store if there’s an open one nearby or contact an Apple 
Authorized Service Provider. The repair program doesn’t apply to the iPhone 12 mini and the iPhone 12 Pro 
Max, which presumably don’t include whatever substandard component is failing. 

The repair program is valid for up to 2 years after purchase, and the program doesn’t otherwise extend your 
iPhone’s warranty. Also, if your iPhone has any other damage, you may have to pay to repair that before Apple 
will fix the sound issue. 

Try MapQuest for Many-Stop Route Planning 
by ADAM ENGST 

With one of my other hats on, I’m president and chief rabble-rouser for the Finger Lakes Runners Club. Last year, faced with the possibility of 
more COVID-caused race cancellations, I developed the FLRC Challenge, a series of 10 virtual races around the area in which runners can run 
courses multiple times, record results with the Webscorer app, and check standings on a dynamic leaderboard. It was a ton of fun to come up with 
all the rules, coordinate the design work, and put together all the technology to make it happen. It has been a big hit in the community, with 146 
runners putting in over 12,000 miles so far this year. 

To help promote the FLRC Challenge in the community, I de-
signed and printed lawn signs—those things that sprout like mush-
rooms every election season. Club members signed up to host 
them via a simple Google Form that asked for their name and ad-
dress, and once the signs arrived from Signs.com, I was faced with 
how best to distribute them. Our area isn’t that large, so Tonya and 
I decided to spend the afternoon of July 4th driving around and 

installing them. (It was glorious summer weather, we were driving our all-electric 
Nissan Leaf, and many of the people who asked for signs are friends, so it was a 
nice way to spend the day.) 
  But here’s the question. When faced with needing to visit 43 different address-
es, what was the most efficient route? It’s easy enough to enter an address into 
Apple’s Maps or Google Maps, and even add an extra stop or two. But 43 stops 
in an optimal route? It’s possible to import a list of addresses into Google’s My 
Maps, but I could see no way to load a custom map in the Google Maps 
iPhone app and have it navigate from one spot to another. 
  A little research revealed that MapQuest—remember MapQuest from the days 
when we all printed directions?—offers precisely what I needed. MapQuest’s 
RoutePlanner lets you enter up to 26 addresses that it can rearrange to give you 
the shortest route. (Initially, I couldn’t see why it should be limited to 26 address-
es, but once I previewed a route, I realized that every address gets a single letter 
identifying its pin.) Being limited to 26 stops when I had 43 addresses didn’t 

https://support.apple.com/iphone-12-and-iphone-12-pro-service-program-for-no-sound-issues#ntf
https://getsupport.apple.com/?caller=erep&SG=SG003&category_id=SC0999&symptom_id=99934
https://getsupport.apple.com/?caller=erep&SG=SG003&category_id=SC0999&symptom_id=99934&solution=CIN
https://getsupport.apple.com/?caller=erep&SG=SG003&category_id=SC0999&symptom_id=99934&solution=CIN
https://getsupport.apple.com/?caller=erep&SG=SG003&category_id=SC0999&symptom_id=99934&solution=CIN
https://fingerlakesrunners.org/
https://fingerlakesrunners.org/challenge/
https://www.webscorer.com/
https://challenge.fingerlakesrunners.org/
https://challenge.fingerlakesrunners.org/Statistics
https://challenge.fingerlakesrunners.org/Statistics
https://www.signs.com/
https://support.google.com/maps/thread/7920282/how-to-import-data-from-a-spreadsheet-into-maps?hl=en
https://support.google.com/maps/thread/7920282/how-to-import-data-from-a-spreadsheet-into-maps?hl=en
https://www.mapquest.com/routeplanner
https://www.mapquest.com/routeplanner
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prove to be a problem since it made more sense to make separate trips to some of the outlying stops—there was no need to do it all at once. 

You can enter addresses one at a time, but the tool also lets you paste in a list of addresses, one per line, or import an Excel or CSV file, if you al-
ready have the address, city, state, and ZIP code in separate columns. I opted to Command-click the addresses in the Google Sheet created by Google 
Forms, after which I copied and pasted the entire batch into RoutePlanner. 

Clicking the Get Directions button switched me to the RoutePlanner’s Line by Line tab, where I scrolled to the bottom (fixing one malformed 
and thus highlighted address on the way), selected “Allow us to re-order stops on your route,” and clicked View Route Directions to see my route on 
the map. I then tweaked the order of a couple of stops based on local knowledge. 

 
Good enough, but the next question was how to translate that route into something that an iPhone could use to direct us. The answer was to click 

the Share button at the top. That produced a dialog with a URL and let me text, email, or copy it to my iPhone. 

 
When I loaded that URL in Safari on the iPhone, it provided an option to open in the MapQuest app. I tapped the little iPhone icon to do that 

and then tapped the Start button. 

(To be upfront, the previous two paragraphs took me over a week to write just now, which doesn’t instill confidence in MapQuest. 
At first, the short URLs that MapQuest generated for sharing the route produced error pages on most loads. I reported the prob-

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/mapquest-gps-navigation-maps/id316126557
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lem to MapQuest and was told 
they were working on fixing it 
but never got a confirmation of 
a fix. However, it seems to work 
now. Plus, neither the SMS nor 
email sharing methods worked 
on recent tries, though I was 
able to move the URL over to 
my iPhone in other ways. While 
troubleshooting the sharing is-
sues, I tried logging in to Map-
Quest and saving the route to 
My Maps, but the site could 
never maintain a login state long 
enough to do that. Then, in Sa-
fari on the iPhone, the black bar 
with the option to open in the 
app wouldn’t appear until I force 
quit Safari and tried again. I had 
none of these problems last 
month, and I eventually re-
solved them this time, but it was frustrating.) 
Once you’re actually navigating in the car, the MapQuest app works more or less like Apple’s Maps or Google Maps. It sometimes 
gets a little confused if you don’t quite make it to a stop, and we once ended up referring to the list view, trying to navigate using 
local knowledge, and completely missing the stop in question. I’d recommend following its directions carefully and not deviating 
to the extent possible, since that’s where you’ll confuse the app. 
As with “A Solution for Group “Best Wishes” Certificates During the Pandemic” (6 August 2021), this is a solution for a par-
ticular problem that most people won’t have, but if you do, I hope you find it useful. 

A Solution for Group “Best Wishes” Certificates During the Pandemic 
by ADAM ENGST  

The High Noon Athletic Club that I run with has a tradition, or at least it did before the pandemic. To commemorate when one of our regulars 
moves away, we mark the event with a “last run,” complete with libations at a nearby creek and a membership certificate that was secretly passed 
around in the locker room for the rest of the group to affix their best wishes. One of our members recently completed her PhD and was headed off 
for a postdoc at MIT, but since noontime runs aren’t yet happening regularly, there was no way to collect signatures. 

Rather than let another tradition fall prey to the pandemic, I came up with a solution that I’d like to share in case anyone else finds themselves in a 
similar situation. My approach had to meet a few requirements: 
• People had to be able to write whatever message they wanted. 
• The messages on the membership certificate had to look handwritten, but not as though they were all written by the same person with the same 

pen. 
• It couldn’t require any time-consuming graphics work in cleaning up scanned or photographed messages. 

To collect the messages, I set up a Google Form with a single short answer 
question and sent the link to the club mailing list. I encouraged people to keep 
their messages brief, though I wasn’t surprised when a few got wordy. 

Many people don’t realize that Google Forms can save responses to a Google 
Sheet, making it easy to work with the data after the fact. That got me the data 
I needed, in a form that made it easy to copy and paste. 

The linchpin for the project was Font Meme’s Text Graphic Generator for 
Handwriting Fonts. It let me enter some text, choose from a wide variety of 
handwriting fonts, and pick a color, after which it turned my text into a PNG 
graphic. Once I was satisfied, it was easy to Control-click the graphic and 
choose Copy Image. 

Next, I opened our membership certificate in Affinity Publisher. (I’m con-

https://tidbits.com/2021/08/06/a-solution-for-group-best-wishes-certificates-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.google.com/forms/about/
https://fontmeme.com/handwriting-fonts/
https://fontmeme.com/handwriting-fonts/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/
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verting all my projects from Adobe InDesign and Adobe Illustrator to Affinity Pub-
lisher and Affinity Designer because they each cost about the same as a single month 
of Adobe’s Creative Cloud). I pasted the message in, resized it to fit in an empty area, 
and angled it so it looked more like someone was trying to fit it into a particular spot. 
Then I repeated the process with all the other messages, choosing a different font for 
each. I had to insert returns into a few of them to make them more vertical than hori-

zontal, and for some, I changed the color from black to blue 
to simulate people writing with different pens. It took a little 
work to resize and arrange them all in a realistic fashion, but 
the end result came out great and was significantly cleaner 
(and less sweat-stained) than our usual efforts. 
  This little project is far from being a cure for cancer, but it 
was a good feeling to be able to leverage various tools to do 
something nice for a departing friend. I hope others find it 
helpful as well. 

ExtraBITS 
Intel-Based Mac Pro Gets New Graphics Cards — The Intel-based Mac Pro may be around for a good while yet, given that Apple has just released 
new graphics card modules for the high-end workstation Mac. 

A Look at a Working AirPower Prototype — An Italian man has procured a prototype of Apple’s infamous AirPower—a multi-device wireless 
charging mat the company canceled two years after its announcement without ever shipping it. 

Work with Text in Images with TextSniper and Photos Search — With these utilities from different developers, you can extract text from any 
image on the Mac or search for text in your photos on either the Mac or iPhone. Text in images is no longer just pixels. 

T-Mobile Hacked, Information on 100 Million Users Stolen — Another big tech company has been hacked. Again. This time it was T-Mobile, 
with the personal information of 100 million customers stolen. 

T-Mobile Offers Subscribers a Free Year of Apple TV+ — If you’re a T-Mobile customer, you are likely eligible for a free year of Apple TV+. The 
deal may not be related to the company’s recent security breach, but it feels like a decent apology if it is. 

Jamf’s Quick Guide to Which iOS Permissions Apps Really Need — Many iOS apps ask your permission to access things like the camera and 
microphone. But which of those permissions do they really need? 

https://tidbits.com/2021/08/03/intel-based-mac-pro-gets-new-graphics-cards/
https://tidbits.com/2021/08/09/a-look-at-a-working-airpower-prototype/
https://tidbits.com/2021/08/23/work-with-text-in-images-with-textsniper-and-photos-search/
https://tidbits.com/2021/08/18/t-mobile-hacked-information-on-100-million-users-stolen/
https://tidbits.com/2021/08/23/t-mobile-offers-subscribers-a-free-year-of-apple-tv/
https://tidbits.com/2021/08/26/jamfs-quick-guide-to-which-ios-permissions-apps-really-need/
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Reviews
Toast 19 Pro 

by L. Davenport 

I have owned Toast since the early 2000’s and it has evolved over the years. It started as a program that you could use to make CD and DVD ar-
chive copies of your data and newly purchased programs. It can do so much more. Now you can Burn, author, copy, and secure USBs, CDs, DVDs,  
and Blu-ray discs (Toast does not rip, capture, or copy encrypted or copy-protected content). It can personalize discs with customizable menus and Convert 
media to popular digital formats. It also comes with creativity software and media management tools.  

There are two versions of Toast: Toast Titanium and Toast Pro. The Pro version has more capability and programs than the Titanium version. 
Check out the Toast comparison page to see the differences. This review will cover the Pro version. 

User Interface 
When you first start Toast Pro, a win-

dow opens to the Toast Home Tab which 
has buttons that will take you to various 
project types (Figure 1). You can leave 
these as-is or add new project types (that 
you use most often) to the Home tab. 
Across the top of the window are tabs for 
Home, Burn, Copy, Convert, Capture, 
Edit, and Secure. I will discuss these and 
other features in depth so you can get a 
good idea of what you can accomplish 
with Toast Pro. 

Data Discs 
Toast can create many kinds of data 

discs: 
• Mac Only: This disc can be used only 

on a Macintosh computer. This is the 
best choice for saving your data, pro-
vided that you will not need to access the contents of this disc on a Windows computer. 

• Mac & PC: This disc can be used either on a Macintosh or a Windows computer. This is the best choice for saving data to share with PC users. 
BTW: Both Mac Only and Mac & PC formats support data spanning and allow you to define custom icons. 

• DVD-ROM (UDF): This DVD can be used on a Macintosh or a Windows computer as well as in a set-top DVD player if it contains valid 
DVD-Video content. 

• ISO 9660: This disc uses a standard file system so that discs can be used with a wide range of operating systems, including Macintosh, Windows 
or many Unix-based systems. 

• Photo Disc: This disc can be used on either a Macintosh or a Windows computer, and allows you to archive and share your photos. It preserves 
full-quality images, and on a Mac allows you to view full screen slideshows or import directly into your iPhoto library without the installation of 
additional software. 

Audio Disc 
Toast can create many kinds of audio discs: 

• Audio CD: This creates a CD that can be played in CD players, set-top DVD players, and computers. 
• Music DVD: This creates a DVD that can be played in a set-top DVD player or in a Macintosh or a Windows computer with a DVD player. 
• MP3 Disc: This lets you create a CD or DVD that can be played in a MP3 disc player, in some set-top DVD players, and most Macintosh and 

Windows computers 

Figure 1. This is Toast’s Home page tab. It lists the default (most commonly used) Projects. You 
can delete or add Projects so they can be accessed with a single click of the mouse.

https://www.roxio.com/en/products/toast/#compare
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Audio Editor: 

The Toast Audio Editor (Figure 2) lets you correct and en-
hance audio in your projects. The Audio Editor lets you do 
these things: 
• Noise Reduction: (self explanatory) 
• Time Stretching: This lets you adjust the duration of an 

audio clip. You can speed up or slow down the audio. You 
can also choose to preserve the original pitch of the clip. 

• Pitch Scaling: This lets you adjust the pitch of an audio clip. 
• Audio Effects (AU Effect): The Audio Editor offers a list of 

audio effects that you can apply to enhance your audio clip. 
For example, you can apply a distortion filter or reverb. The 
audio filters available vary depending on the version of the 
software that you have. You can layer up to three audio filters. 

Video:  
Toast Pro can create video discs that can be played on a disc 

player connected to a TV or on a computer that has a DVD or 
Blu-ray drive (along with the appropriate software). These are 
the types of video discs that Toast Pro can make: 
• DVD: This DVD can be played in a set-top DVD player or 

in a Macintosh or a Windows computer with a DVD player. 
A DVD can hold between 2 and 5 hours of video or 
slideshows and offers the best quality and full navigation 
menus. This is the best choice for playback in a DVD player. 

• Blu-ray Disc: (FYI: The Blu-ray plugin comes with the Pro 
version - it must be purchased separately with the Titanium version). This Blu-ray Disc can be played in a set-top Blu-ray player including some 
game consoles. Blu-ray video discs can contain hours of high-definition video. This is the best choice for high definition video playback if you have 
a Blu-ray player. 

• HD on DVD: High Definition (HD) on DVD is a unique type of video disc which allows you to author HD video to DVD, for playback in 
true high definition. This gives you the ability to create HD video discs without owning a Blu-ray Disc recorder. Although you are recording to 

Figure 2. The Audio Editor lets you correct and enhance audio in your 
project.

Figure 3. Toast Pro can Burn/Create video DVDs and Blu-ray discs. You can add sub-menus and chapter pointers along with 
choosing the background picture and music.
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standard DVD discs with this 
project, you can only view the 
finished project on a Blu-ray Disc 
player. This type of project is ideal 
for creating video discs from your 
AVCHD camcorder. 

• VIDEO_TS Folders: Use this 
project to create one or more 
DVD-Video discs, each from a 
separate Video-TS folder. 

• VIDEO_TS Compilation: Use 
this project to burn more than one 
Video_TS folder onto a single 
DVD. The videos are processed in 
the order they appear in the Con-
tent Area. 

• BDMV Folder: This is a Blu-ray 
video disc which is created by us-
ing a valid BDMV video folder 
generated by another application. 

• AVCHD Archive: This type of 
disc allows you to store high defin-
ition video from an AVCHD 
camera to standard DVD or BD 
discs without any loss of quality. 

• Web Video Capture: Create a 
DVD-Video disc with videos captured with Toast from your web browser. 

• Live Screen Capture: Create a DVD from the video generated by using Live Screen Capture and include voice-over. 
• Toast Slice: You can use Toast Slice as a video editor (Figure 4) to easily identify parts of a video file that you want to keep, trim out the parts you 

don’t want to keep, and export the result as a video file or open it in Toast, MyDVD, or iMovie. 
Toast lets you view and reset the quality of the video to be sure you are getting the optimal video quality. You can also set the preview duration and 

starting points. 

Copy 
Toast can copy many kinds of discs and image files: 

• Disc Copy: Copy a non-protected CD, DVD, or Blu-ray disc to another disc. 
• Image File: Copy a disc image file to a CD, DVD, or Blu-ray disc. 
• Disc Image Merge: Merges a Mac disc image and a PC disc image into a hybrid disc copy.

Convert: 
Toast has a wide range of non-destructive (the original audio and video files remain unchanged) conversions available: 

• DVD: This project allows you to take an unprotected DVD and convert the video to another format for use with a portable device or website. 
You will have the opportunity to select individual movies and extras as well as select the audio language. 

• VIDEO_TS Folders: This project allows you to convert one or more VIDEO_TS folders. You will have the opportunity to select individual 
movies and extras as well as select the audio language. 

• Audiobook: This project allows you to convert an audiobook on CD to digital files which you can play using iTunes, an iPod, or many other 
portable devices. 

• Image File: This project allows you to convert a DVD-Video image file. You will have the opportunity to select individual movies and extras as 
well as select the audio language. 

• Video Files: This project allows you to add any supported video files to the Content Area and convert them for playback on the device or publish 
directly to a video sharing site. 

• Audio Files: This project allows you to add any supported audio files and convert them for playback on the device of your choice. 
VideoBoost - if you have a Mac that has a (supported) NVIDIA graphic card, Toast can use the NVIDIA card’s unused processing power to 

Figure 4. The Toast Slice Video Editor lets you trim video footage and save the trimmed clips to 
a file, or export directly to MyDVD or iMovie.



speed up the H.264 
video conversions. This 
is ideal when you’re cre-
ating video for your 
iPad, iPhone, AppleTV 
or any device with 
H.264 playback. 
Supported Input For-
mats: 
• Audio: AAC, AIFF, 

MP3, WAV, M4A, 
OGG, FLAC and 
Dolby Digital AC-3 

• Video: DV, AVCHD, 
AV C H D L i t e , 
MJPEG, MOV, 
MPEG-1/2/4, VOB, 
VIDEO_TS folder 

• Photo: BMP, GIF, 
JPG, PDF, PSD, 
PNG, TIFF 

• Disc Images: ISO, 
BIN/CUE, IMG, 
DMG, CDR, NRG 

Toast Pro’s Extras: 
• Roxio Secure Burn: Banking-level file security and encryption. 
• Corel Painter Essentials 7: Photo art and digital painting. 
• Corel Aftershot 3: Single and batch photo editing application. 
• Roxio Akrilic: AI-powered photo stylizing and art creator. 
• MultiCam Capture and Editing: This is a video capture and editing software that makes it easy to record yourself (via a webcam), a computer 

screen, and other people or scenes - all at the same time (Figure 5). There is even a PIP (Picture In Picture) option where you can have one of the 
other sources appear in one of the corners of the screen. This is very common in video tutorials where the speaker appears in a corner of the screen 
while he shows you how to do something in the main screen.  

When you're finished, you can edit your project and export the edited video. This is handy for creating training videos, webinars, or presenta-
tions that switch between a presenter and content on a computer screen. It can also be used for creating YouTube or other online videos, including 
product reviews, how-to videos, performances, and vlogs that switch between devices to show different angles of a presenter, demo or product. 

• WinZip ® Mac 8: Leading file zipping and compression application. 
• Blu-ray Disc authoring: Burn your video to Blu-ray Disc for playback on any Blu-ray player. 
• 100+ Disc Menu Templates: Create DVD or Blu-ray movies with hundreds of creative titles, menus, and chapters 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: Toast Pro has a ton of options which should cover everyone’s copying and converting needs. I like all of the extra programs that come 
with it. 
Requires: 

• Requires macOS 10.14 (64-bit) to macOS 11.0 
• Mac computer with an Apple M1 chip or Intel processor 
• 2 GB RAM recommended 
• Approximately 5GB of free space to install all components 
• Internet connection required for installation, registration and updates. 

Company: Roxio 
Price: Normally: $149.99 - currently it is on sale for: $99.99 
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Figure 5. The MultiCam Capture and Editing program can be used to record yourself (via a webcam), a com-
puter screen, and other people or scenes - all at the same time. Here are the four main areas of the user interface: 
1) Source and Title, 2) Preview, 3 ) MultiCamRecording, 4) SourceTimeline.

https://www.roxio.com/en/products/toast/
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         Continuum FCP 2021.5 
by L. Davenport 

I reviewed Boris Continuum complete 3 way back in 2005. Sadly it went by the wayside when I upgraded both my Mac and Final Cut Pro. Now 
that 16 years have passed, I was curious to see how it has evolved. It turns out that the 2021 version is completely different. It has been rebuilt from 
the ground up with new filters and technology that renders everything on the graphics processor, resulting in significant performance boosts over 
previous versions of Continuum.  

Continuum FCP 2021 comes with a set of 90 creative effects (HDR compliant) and 1000s of professionally-designed drag and drop presets. 
These can be used in both Final Cut Pro and Motion. 

Legacy Filters:  
The new Continuum FCP filters do not share any common resources with the legacy Continuum FCP filters. As mentioned earlier, Continuum 

FCP 2021 is a brand new product. If you have a FCP or Motion project that includes instances of the legacy Continuum filters then you will need 
to keep the legacy Continuum filters installed and then install the new Continuum filters. Once you do this you will find all of the legacy Continu-
um filters, transitions, and generators along with all of the new Continuum FCP filters in a side-by-side configuration. BTW: This is what did and I 
am pleased to have access to both sets of 
filters. This review however will only 
cover the filters that come with the 2021 
version. 

FX Editor 
An FX Editor preset browser is inte-

grated into every Continuum FCP effect 
(Figures 1 & 3). The editor lets you 
browse through the presets, seeing how 
your video footage would look if you 

Figure 1. This is the FX Editor for the Film Stocks filter. The canvas is also split in half so you can see the before and 
after preview of the chosen filter.

Figure 2.  There are filters that let you change the tint of your footage along with 
adding light rays.
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applied the different film looks and effects. The effects are grouped in these categories: Art Looks, Blur, 
Color & Tone, Film Style, Grads & Tints, Image Restoration, Key & Blend, Lens, Lights, Optical Dif-
fusion, Perspective, and Textures. 

There are options for a 4-way color corrector, RBG color curves, a visual histogram, OCIO color 
management, before & after compare modes, and more. You can use these built-in parameter controls 
to easily create the exact look you want. Afterward, you can save your custom preset and use it at anoth-
er time. 

Film Stocks 
Continuum FCP comes with many retro analog film stock looks. You can transform your digital 

video or stills into Kodachrome 35mm film, Polaroid process prints, and tons more with over 300+ drag and drop presets based on physical film 
scans from the world’s leading film stock developers: Agfa, Fuji, Kodak, Ilford, Polaroid, Rollei, and more. 

Set the desired film stock, control the film processing, and finish your look by setting the final print stock. 

Color grades  
Would you like to replicate the greenish hue of Aliens, the 

faded warmth of The Godfather II, or the golden tones that 
defined Titanic? The Continuum FCP’s Grade filter gives 
you access to 100 presets developed by the world’s leading 
colorists. You can now apply the same color grades as classic 
movies (listed by film title) with just one click.. 

Additional color grading options include grain generation, 
color correction, diffused lighting, gradient tints, gel overlays, 
lab processing emulation, and more. 

Optical Filter Emulators 
Continuum FCP Includes 8 filters and 110+ unique cus-

Figure 4. The Multi-Star filter creates multi-point star patterns in the 
highlights in the image.

Figure 3. This is the FX Editor for the Light filter. It is showing part of the large Gobo preset 
library. FYI: A Grobo simulates real-life shadowing such as making it appear that light is 
streaming in through a window and onto the objects in your video. There is also a Displace-
ment slider that makes it appear that the light is wrapping over objects in the image.
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tomizable holdback mattes 
that allow the diffused or 
color-corrected light to 
push through user-defined 
areas to deliver added depth 
to shots.  

Cinematographers can 
get the exact look they want 
without the added hassle 
and cost on set. They can 
quickly test out the digital 
equivalent of glass optical 
filters with a simple click. 
Control light and color, add 
soft-focus blur to the fore-
ground in a scene, simulate 
rack focus, add fog, and 
more. 

Photographic Gels 
There are 200 lighting 

gels and 95 photographic 
filters with the same indus-
try-standard names used in 
production. So you can easily warm up a shot with a “22 Deep Orange” or a 
“23A Light Red” glass filter emulator, cool a scene with “L725 Old Steel Blue”, 
isolate the effect to the foreground or background, and carefully control the light 
exposure. 

Light Rays & Glows 
The Light filter lets you add volumetric and atmospheric lighting effects to a 

scene where none existed before, just as if you were adding light at the time of 
shooting (Figure 2). For instance, you can add a God Ray in post with the op-
tion to include a user-defined light source positioned anywhere in the frame. It 
includes integrated shimmer and texture options. 

Flat or mundane shots can be elevated into gorgeously deep glowing scenes 
with any of the 30 glow presets. 

Grobos 
Realistic lighting and shadow can also be added using digital versions of lighting gobos (for those who don’t know, grobos make it look like light is 

streaming in through a window or door and onto the objects in your video). 
The digital gobo library features 750+ options categorized by Abstract, Doors, Elements, Foliage, Snowflakes, Textures, and Windows (Figure 3). 

Continuum FCP also lets you import your own images into the Lights FX Editor so you can create your own custom library. 
Some of the adjustable light parameters are: 

• Bend: The user can set the blend mode to be used to add the light, choosing between: Add Screen or Subtract. 
• Brightness: Sets the intensity of the light. 
• Displacement: Displaces the gobo by the luminance values of the image. This “fakes” the effect of light wrapping over objects in the image (Figure 

3). 
• Blur: Sets the softness of the light. 
• Gels: Photographers, cinematographers and lighting designers use colored filters or gels in front of lights to create mood. This filter has the colors 

needed to achieve the mood that you are looking for. 
• Color: Sets the color of the light through the use of a standard color picker. 

Figure 6. This is a small sampling of the 90 different 
lens flairs that you can apply to your video.

Figure 5. There are over 100 cus-
tomizable textures that you can overlay 
on your video clips.
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• Shadows: The user can set the intensity of the shadows. 

The Brightness para-
meter will darken 
only those areas that 
are not being affected 
by the Light settings. 

Lens Flares 
The Lens Flare filter 

has over 300 realistic 
flare presets. You can add subtle natural flares, flashy flares 
(like seen in sci-fi films), or anything in between. Simply 
drag and drop a lens flare onto your footage.  

You can modify the flare with options including edge 
trigger, integrated apply modes, occlusion, and flicker. 

The Flare Editor also lets you create your own custom 
flares by adding or removing elements and then you can 
save it for future use. 

Texture generator 
There are over 100 customizable textures that you can 

overlay on your video clips (Figure 5).There are parameter 
sliders that can be used to adjust the Amount, complexity, 
and Randomization of the chosen texture. 

Auto-Animating 2D/3D Titles 
There are around 70 auto-animating and fully cus-

tomizable title templates, lower thirds, and graphics (Fig-
ure 7). Just select a title template from the Titles group and 
add it to your scene. Then double-click the text in the 
viewer window to to add your own words. 

The Title templates include animated text objects, inte-
grated cast shadows, mirrored shimmering reflections, lens 
flares, semi-transparent backdrops, glows and glitches, and 
banner reveals. 

Particle Illusion Generator Freebee 
Whether you purchase Continuum FCP 2021 or not, 

you should take advantage of the free Particle Illusion 
Generator (stand alone application) that BorisFX is cur-
rently offering. This is a paired down version of their $250 
Particle Illusion premium filter but it still comes with tons of animated particle effects. These effects include Fireworks, Sparks, Smoke, Meteor trails, 
a Wall of fire, Glow beams, Water sparkles, TV snow, Rippling grass, and much more. 

Particle Illusion lets the user quickly and easily add amazing particle effects to any image, animation or video. These can be used for motion graph-
ics, visual effects, titles, lower thirds, and background graphics. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: These are professional quality filters that anyone would be happy with adding to their videos. I like that I can have the best of both 
worlds - use of both the new Continuum FCP 2021 filters and the Legacy filters. This gives me tons of filters that I can use. 
Requires: FCP 10.5.4 or higher, macOS 10.15.6 or higher, Intel CPU with four or more cores, M1 is supported in Rosetta 2, Memory: 8 GB or 
more, Disk: High-speed disc array or SSD storage 
Company: Boris FX 
Price: There are two options - a Perpetual (one time) license: $295 or a Subscription Monthly Plan: $25 or Yearly Plan: $195 
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 7. Continuum FCP also comes with a wide variety of 2D and 3D  
animated titles that you can add to your videos.

https://borisfx.com/products/particle-illusion/
https://borisfx.com/products/particle-illusion/
https://borisfx.com/products/continuumfcp/?collection=continuum-fcp&product=continuum-fcp
https://borisfx.com/products/continuumfcp/?collection=continuum-fcp&product=continuum-fcp
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FAQ about Apple’s Expanded Protections for Children 

by GLENN FLEISHMAN RICH MOGULL  
Two privacy changes that Apple intends to reduce harm to children will roll out to iCloud Photos and Messages in the iOS 15, iPadOS 15, and 

macOS 12 Monterey releases in the United States. 
The first relates to preventing the transmission and possession of photos depicting the sexual abuse of minor children, formally known by the term 

Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) and more commonly called “child pornography.” (Since children cannot consent, pornography is an inap-
propriate term to apply, except in certain legal contexts.) Before photos are synced to iCloud Photos from an iPhone or iPad, Apple will compare 
them against a local cryptographically obscured database of known CSAM. 

The second gives parents the option to enable on-device machine-learning-based analysis of all incoming and outgoing images in Messages to 
identify those that appear sexual in nature. It requires Family Sharing and applies to children under 18. If enabled, kids receive a notification warning 
of the nature of the image, and they have to tap or click to see or send the image. Parents of children under 13 can additionally choose to get an alert 
if their child proceeds to send or receive “sensitive” images. 

Apple will also update Siri and Search to recognize unsafe situations, provide contextual information, and intervene if users search for CSAM-re-
lated topics. 

As is always the case with privacy and Apple, these changes are complicated and nuanced. Over the past few years, Apple has emphasized that our 
private information should remain securely under our control, whether that means messages, photos, or other data. Strong on-device encryption and 
strong end-to-end encryption for sending and receiving data have prevented both large-scale privacy breaches and the more casual intrusions into 
what we do, say, and see for advertising purposes. 

Apple’s announcement headlined these changes as “Expanded Protections for Children.” That may be true, but it could easily be argued that 
Apple’s move jeopardizes its overall privacy position, despite the company’s past efforts to build in safeguards, provide age-appropriate insight for par-
ents about younger children, and rebuff governments that have wanted Apple to break its end-to-end encryption and make iCloud less private to 
track down criminals (see “FBI Cracks Pensacola Shooter’s iPhone, Still Mad at Apple,” 19 May 2020). 

You may have a lot of questions. We know we did. Based on our experience and the information Apple has made public, here are answers to some 
of what we think will be the most common ones. After a firestorm of confusion and complaints, Apple also released its own Expanded Protections 
for Children FAQ, which largely confirms our analysis and speculation. 

Question: Why is Apple announcing these technologies now? 
A: That’s the big question. Even though this deployment is only in the United States, our best guess is that the company has been under pressure 
from governments and law enforcement worldwide to participate more in government-led efforts to protect children. 

Word has it that Apple, far from being the first company to implement such measures, is one of the last of the big tech firms to do so. Other large 
companies keep more data in the cloud, where it’s protected only by the company’s encryption keys, making it more readily accessible to analysis and 
warrants. Also, the engineering effort behind these technologies undoubtedly took years and cost many millions of dollars, so Apple’s motivation 
must have been significant. 

The problem is that exploitation of children is a highly asymmetric problem in two different ways. First, a relatively small number of people en-
gage in a fairly massive amount of CSAM trading and direct online predation. The FBI notes in a summary of CSAM abuses that several hundred 
thousand participants were identified across the best known peer-to-peer trading networks. That’s just part of the total, but a significant number of 
them. The University of New Hampshire’s Crimes Against Children Research Center found in its research that “1 in 25 youth in one year received 
an online sexual solicitation where the solicitor tried to make offline contact.” The Internet has been a boon for predators. 

The other form of asymmetry is adult recognition of the problem. Most adults are aware that exploitation happens—both through distribution of 
images and direct contact—but few have personal experience or exposure themselves or through their children or family. That leads some to view the 
situation somewhat abstractly and academically. Those who are closer to the problem—personally or professionally—may see it as a horror that must 
be stamped out, no matter the means. Where any person comes down on how far tech companies can and should go to prevent exploitation of chil-
dren likely depends on where they are on that spectrum of experience. 

CSAM Detection 
Q: How will Apple recognize CSAM in iCloud Photos? 

A: Obviously, you can’t build a database of CSAM and distribute it to check against because that database would leak and re-victimize the children 
in it. Instead, CSAM-checking systems rely on abstracted fingerprints of images that have been vetted and assembled by the National Center for 
Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). The NCMEC is a non-profit organization with a quasi-governmental role that allows the group to 
work with material that is otherwise illegal to possess. It’s involved in tracking and identifying newly created CSAM, finding victims depicted in it, 
and eliminating the trading of existing images. (The technology applies only to images, not videos.) 

Apple describes the CSAM recognition process in a white paper. Its method allows the company to take the NCMEC database of crypto-
graphically generated fingerprints—called hashes—and store that on every iPhone and iPad. (Apple hasn’t said how large the database is; we hope it 

https://www.apple.com/child-safety/
https://www.inhope.org/EN/articles/child-sexual-abuse-material
https://www.inhope.org/EN/articles/child-sexual-abuse-material
https://tidbits.com/2020/05/19/fbi-cracks-pensacola-shooters-iphone-still-mad-at-apple/
https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/Expanded_Protections_for_Children_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf
https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/Expanded_Protections_for_Children_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf
https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/the-scourge-of-child-pornography
http://unh.edu/ccrc/internet-crimes/safety_ed.html
https://www.missingkids.org/HOME
https://www.missingkids.org/HOME
https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/programs/national-center-missing-and-exploited-children
https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/CSAM_Detection_Technical_Summary.pdf
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doesn’t take up a significant percentage of a device’s storage.) Apple generates hashes for images a user’s device wants to sync to iCloud Photos via a 
machine-learning algorithm called NeuralHash that extracts a complicated set of features from an image. This approach allows a fuzzy match against 
the NCMEC fingerprints instead of an exact pixel-by-pixel match—an exact match could be fooled by changes to an image’s format, size, or color. 
Howard Oakley has a more technical explanation of how this works. 

Apple passes the hashes through yet another series of cryptographic transformations that finish with a blinding secret that stays stored on Apple’s 
servers. This makes it effectively impossible to learn anything about the hashes of images in the database that will be stored on our devices. 
Q: How is CSAM Detection related to iCloud Photos? 
A: You would be forgiven if you wondered how this system is actually related to iCloud Photos. It isn’t—not exactly. Apple says it will only scan and 
check for CSAM matches on your iPhone and iPad for images that are queued for iCloud Photos syncing. A second part of the operation happens 
in the cloud based on what’s uploaded, as described next. 

Images already stored in your iCloud accounts that were previously synced to iCloud Photos won’t be scanned. However, nothing in the system 
design would prevent all images on a device from being scanned. Nor is Apple somehow prohibited from later building a cloud-scanning image 
checker. As Ben Thompson of Stratechery pointed out, this is the difference between capability (Apple can’t scan) and policy (Apple won’t scan). 

Apple may already be scanning photos in the cloud. Inc. magazine tech columnist Jason Aten pointed out that Apple’s global privacy director Jane 
Horvath said in a 2020 CES panel that Apple “was working on the ability.” MacRumors also reported her comments from the same panel: “Hor-
vath also confirmed that Apple scans for child sexual abuse content uploaded to iCloud. ‘We are utilizing some technologies to help screen for child 
sexual abuse material,’ she said.” These efforts aren’t disclosed on Apple’s site, weren’t discussed this week, and haven’t been called out by electronic 
privacy advocates. 

However, in its 2020 list of reports submitted by electronic service providers, NCMEC says that Apple submitted only 265 reports to its Cy-
berTipline system (up from 205 in 2019), compared with 20,307,216 for Facebook, 546,704 for Google, and 96,776 for Microsoft. Apple is legally 
required to submit reports, so if it were scanning iCloud Photos, the number of its reports would certainly be much higher. 

Q. How does Apple match images while ostensibly preserving privacy? 
A: All images slated for upload to iCloud Photos are scanned, but matching occurs in a one-way process called private set intersection. As a result, the 
owner of a device never knows that a match occurred against a given image, and Apple can’t determine until a later stage if an image matched—and 
then only if there were multiple matches. This method also prevents someone from using an iPhone or iPad to test whether or not an image matches 
the database. 

After scanning, the system generates a safety voucher that contains the hash produced for an image, along with a low-resolution version of the im-
age. A voucher is uploaded for every image, preventing any party (the user, Apple, a government agency, a hacker, etc.) from using the presence or 
absence of a voucher as an indication of matches. Apple further seeds these uploads with a number of generated false positive matches to ensure that 
even it can’t create an accurate running tally of matches. 

Apple says it can’t decrypt these safety vouchers unless the iCloud Photos account crosses a certain threshold for the quantity of CSAM items. This 
threshold secret sharing technology is supposed to reassure users that their images remain private unless they are actually actively trafficking in CSAM. 

Apple encodes two layers of encryption into safety vouchers. The outer layer derives cryptographic information from the NeuralHash of the image 
generated on a user’s device. For the inner layer, Apple effectively breaks an on-device encryption key into a number of pieces. Each voucher contains 
a fragment. For Apple to decode safety vouchers, an undisclosed number of images must match CSAM fingerprints. For example, you might need 
10 out of 1000 pieces of the key to decrypt the vouchers. (Technically, we should use the term secret instead of key, but it’s a bit easier to think of it as 
a key.) 

This two-layer approach lets Apple check only vouchers that have matches without being able to examine the images within the vouchers. Only 
once Apple’s servers determine a threshold of vouchers with matching images has been crossed can the secret be reassembled and the matching low-
resolution previews extracted. (The threshold is set in the system’s design. While Apple could change it later, that would require recomputing all im-
ages according to the new threshold.) 

Using a threshold of a certain number of images reduces the chance of a single false positive match resulting in serious consequences. Even if the 
false positive rate were, say, as high as 0.01%, requiring a match of 10 images would nearly eliminate the chance of an overall false positive result. 
Apple writes in its white paper, “The threshold is selected to provide an extremely low (1 in 1 trillion) probability of incorrectly flagging a given ac-
count.” There are additional human-based checks after an account is flagged, too. 

Our devices also send device-generated false matches. Since those false matches use a fake key, Apple can decrypt the outer envelope but not the 
inner one. This approach means Apple never has an accurate count of matches until the keys all line up and it can decrypt the inner envelopes. 

Q: Will Apple allow outside testing that its system does what it says? 
A: Apple controls this system entirely and appears unlikely to provide an outside audit or more transparency about how it works. This stance would 
be in line with not allowing ne’er-do-wells more insight into how to beat the system, but also means that only Apple can provide assurances. 

In its Web page covering the child-protection initiatives, Apple linked to white papers by three researchers it briefed in advance (see “More In-

https://eclecticlight.co/2021/08/09/how-apple-intends-checking-images-for-csam/
https://stratechery.com/2021/apples-mistake/
https://twitter.com/JasonAten/status/1423690720750325766?s=20
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/01/08/apples-privacy-officer-ces-defends-privacy/
https://www.missingkids.org/content/dam/missingkids/gethelp/2020-reports-by-esp.pdf
https://www.apple.com/child-safety/
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formation” at the bottom of the page). Notably, two of the researchers don’t mention if they had any access to source code or more than a description 
of the system as provided in Apple’s white paper. 

A third, David Forsyth, wrote in his white paper, “Apple has shown me a body of experimental and conceptual material relating to the practical 
performance of this system and has described the system to me in detail.” That’s not the kind of outside rigor that such a cryptographic and privacy 
system deserves. 

In the end, as much as we’d like to see otherwise, Apple has rarely, if ever, offered even the most private looks at any of its systems to outside audi-
tors or experts. We shouldn’t expect anything different here. 

Q: How will CSAM scanning of iCloud Photos affect my privacy? 
A: Again, Apple says it won’t scan images that are already stored in iCloud Photos using this technology, and it appears that the company hasn’t al-
ready been scanning those. Rather, this announcement says the company will perform on-device image checking against photos that will be synced 
to iCloud Photos. Apple says that it will not be informed of specific matches until a certain number of matches occurs across all uploaded images by 
the account. Only when that threshold is crossed can Apple gain access to the matched images and review them. If the images are indeed identical to 
matched CSAM, Apple will suspend the user’s account and report them to NCMEC, which coordinates with law enforcement for the next steps. 

It’s worth noting that iCloud Photos online storage operates at a lower level of security than Messages. Where Messages employs end-to-end en-
cryption and the necessary encryption keys are available only to your devices and withheld from Apple, iCloud Photos are synced over secure con-
nections but are stored in such a way that Apple can view and analyze them. This design means that law enforcement could legally compel Apple 
to share images, which has happened in the past. Apple pledges to keep iCloud data, including photos and videos, private but can’t technically pre-
vent access as it can with Messages. 

Q: When will Apple report users to the NCMEC? 
A: Apple says its matching process requires multiple images to match before the cryptographic threshold is crossed that allows it to reconstruct 
matches and images and produce an internal alert. Human beings then review matches—Apple describes this as “manually”—before reporting them 
to the NCMEC. 
There’s also a process for an appeal, though Apple says only, “If a user feels their account has been mistakenly flagged they can file an appeal to have 
their account reinstated.” Losing access to iCloud is the least of the worries of someone who has been reported to NCMEC and thus law enforce-
ment. 
(Spare some sympathy for the poor sods who perform the “manual” job of looking over potential CSAM. It’s horrible work, and many companies 
outsource the work to contractors, who have few protections and may develop PTSD, among other problems. We hope Apple will do better. Setting 
a high threshold, as Apple says it’s doing, should dramatically reduce the need for human review of false positives.) 

Q: Couldn’t Apple change criteria and scan a lot more than CSAM? 
A: Absolutely. Whether the company would is a different question. The Electronic Frontier Foundation states the problem bluntly: 

…it’s impossible to build a client-side scanning system that can only be used for sexually explicit images sent or received by children. As a conse-
quence, even a well-intentioned effort to build such a system will break key promises of the messenger’s encryption itself and open the door to broad-
er abuses. 

There’s no transparency anywhere in this entire system. That’s by design, in order to protect already-exploited children from being further victim-
ized. Politicians and children’s advocates tend to brush off any concerns about how efforts to detect CSAM and identify those receiving or distribut-
ing it may have large-scale privacy implications. 

Apple’s head of privacy, Erik Neuenschwander, told the New York Times, “If you’re storing a collection of C.S.A.M. material, yes, this is bad for 
you. But for the rest of you, this is no different.” 

Given that only a very small number of people engage in downloading or sending CSAM (and only the really stupid ones would use a cloud-
based service; most use peer-to-peer networks or the so-called “dark web”), this is a specious remark, akin to saying, “If you’re not guilty of possessing 
stolen goods, you should welcome an Apple camera in your home that lets us prove you own everything.” Weighing privacy and civil rights against 
protecting children from further exploitation is a balancing act. All-or-nothing statements like Neuenschwander’s are designed to overcome objec-
tions instead of acknowledging their legitimacy. 

In its FAQ, Apple says that it will refuse any demands to add non-CSAM images to the database and that its system is designed to prevent non-
CSAM images from being injected into the system. 

Q: Why does this system concern civil rights and privacy advocates? 
A: Apple created this system of scanning user’s photos on their devices using advanced technologies to protect the privacy of the innocent—but 

Apple is still scanning users’ photos on their devices without consent (and the act of installing iOS 15 doesn’t count as true consent). 
It’s laudable to find and prosecute those who possess and distribute known CSAM. But   Apple will, without question, experience tremendous 

https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/CSAM_Detection_Technical_Summary.pdf
https://www.apple.com/legal/privacy/law-enforcement-guidelines-us.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/apple-fbi-icloud-investigation-seattle-protester-arson-2020-9
https://money.cnn.com/2017/01/25/technology/tech-moderators-microsoft-child-porn/
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/08/apples-plan-think-different-about-encryption-opens-backdoor-your-private-life
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/05/technology/apple-iphones-privacy.html
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pressure from governments to expand the scope of on-device scanning. This is a genuine concern since Apple has already been forced to compromise 
its privacy stance by oppressive regimes, and even US law enforcement continues to press for backdoor access to iPhones. Apple’s FAQ addresses this 
question directly, saying: 

We have faced demands to build and deploy government-mandated changes that degrade the privacy of users before, and have steadfastly refused 
those demands. We will continue to refuse them in the future. Let us be clear, this technology is limited to detecting CSAM stored in iCloud and we 
will not accede to any government’s request to expand it. 

On the other hand, this targeted scanning could reduce law-enforcement and regulatory pressure for full-encryption backdoors. We don’t know 
how much negotiation behind the scenes with US authorities took place for Apple to develop this solution, and no current government officials are 
quoted in any of Apple’s materials—only previous ones, like former U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder. Apple has opened a door of possibility, and 
no one can know for sure how it will play out over time. 

Security researcher Matthew Green, a frequent critic of Apple’s lack of transparency and outside auditing of its encryption technology, told the 
New York Times: 

They’ve been selling privacy to the world and making people trust their devices. But now they’re basically capitulating to the worst possible de-
mands of every government. I don’t see how they’re going to say no from here on out. 

Image Scanning in Messages 
Q: How will Apple enable parental oversight of children sending and receiving images of a sexual nature? 

A: Apple says it will build a “communication safety” option into Messages across all its platforms.  It will be available only for children under 18 
who are part of a Family Sharing group. (We wonder if Apple may be changing the name of Family Sharing because its announcement calls it “ac-
counts set up as families in iCloud.”) When this feature is enabled, device-based scanning of all incoming and outgoing images will take place on all 
devices logged into a kid’s account in Family Sharing. 

Apple says it won’t have access to images, and machine-learning systems will identify the potentially sexually explicit images. Note that this is an 
entirely separate system from the CSAM detection. It’s designed to identify arbitrary images, not match against a known database of CSAM. 

Q: What happens when a “sensitive image” is received? 
A: Messages blurs the incoming image. The child sees an overlaid warning sign and a warning below the image that notes, “This may be sensitive. 
View photo…” Following that link displays a full-screen explanation headed, “This could be sensitive to view. Are you sure?” The child has to tap 
“I’m Sure” to proceed. 

For children under 13, parents can additionally require that their kids’ devices notify them if they follow that link. In that case, the child is alerted 
that their parents will be told. They must then tap “View Photo” to proceed. If they tap “Don’t View Photo,” parents aren’t notified, no matter the 
setting. 

 
Q: What happens when children try to send “sensitive images”? 
A: Similarly, Messages warns them about sending such images and, if they are under 13 and the option is enabled, alerts them that their parents will 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/05/technology/apple-iphones-privacy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/05/technology/apple-iphones-privacy.html
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be notified. If they don’t send the images, parents are not notified. 

Siri and Search 
Q: How is Apple expanding child protection in Siri and Search? 

A: Just as information about resources for those experiencing suicidal ideation or knowing people in that state now appears in relevant news 
articles and is offered by home voice assistants, Apple is expanding Siri and Search to acknowledge CSAM. The company says it will provide two 
kinds of interventions: 
• If someone asks about CSAM or reporting child exploitation, they will receive information about “where and how to file a report.” 
• If someone asks or searches for exploitative material related to children, Apple says, “These interventions will explain to users that interest in this 

topic is harmful and problematic, and provide resources from partners to get help with this issue.” 

Has Apple Opened Pandora’s Box? 
Apple will be incredibly challenged to keep this on-device access limited to a single use case. Not only are there no technical obstacles limiting 

the expansion of the CSAM system into additional forms of content, but primitive versions of the technology are used by many organizations and 
codified into most major industry security standards. For instance, a technology called Data Loss Prevention that also scans hashes of text, images, 
and files is already widely used in enterprise technology to identify a wide range of arbitrarily defined material. 

If Apple holds its 
line and limits the use 
of client-side scanning 
to identify only 
CSAM and protect 
children from abuse, 
this move will likely 
be a footnote in the 
company’s history. 
But Apple will come 
under massive pres-
sure from govern-
ments around the 
world to apply this 
on-device scanning 
technology to other 
content. Some of 
those governments are 
oppressive regimes in 
countries where Apple 
has already adjusted its 
typical privacy prac-
tices to be allowed to 
continue doing busi-
ness. If Apple ever 
capitulates to any of 
those demands, this 
announcement will 
mark the end of Apple 
as a champion of pri-
vacy. 
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
  JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

